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CLAIM AGAINST THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

Time Stamp 

Present claim by personal delivery or mail to the City of San Diego, Risk Management 
Department, 1200 Third Avenue, Suite 1000, San Diego, CA 92101.  Claims for death, 
injury to person or personal property, must be filed no later than six (6) months after 
the occurrence (Gov. Code Section 911.2).  All other claims must be filed within one (1) 
year of the occurrence. 

* = Required (Gov. Code Section 910)

Received Via � US Mail � Over the Counter � Inter-Office Mail

A. 
Claimant Name* (First, Middle, Last) Claimant Date of Birth 

Mo Day Year 
Claimant Address* Claimant Phone Number 

(          ) 
City* State* Zip* Claimant Social Security Number 

B. 
Send Official Notices and Correspondence To: * Phone Number 

(          ) 
Address* 

City* State* Zip* 

C. 
Date of Incident* Mo Day Year Time of Incident � AM

� PM
Location of Incident or Accident (Be Specific)* 

Basis of Claim - State in detail all facts and circumstances of the incident.* 

State why you believe the City is responsible for the alleged injury, property damage, or loss 

D. 
Description of Alleged Injury, Property Damage, or Loss* 

Susan LaNier

CA 92101

***

c/o Gilleon Law Firm, 1320 Columbia Street ***

San Diego ***

Daniel M. Gilleon, Gilleon Law Firm, 1320 Columbia Street 619 702-8623

San Diego CA 92101

February 20 2019 8:00
■

Public Utilities Department, 9192 Topaz Way, San Diego, CA 92123

See attachment.

See attachment.

See attachment.

***Private information not provided pursuant to Government Code Section 910.
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CLAIM AGAINST THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

Vehicle Information - If your claim relates to a motor vehicle or impound, provide the following information and attach proof of 
insurance and a copy of the current registration. 
Year Make of Vehicle Model License Plate No. Driver’s License No. 

Insurance Company Policy Number Claim Number 

Contact Name Phone Number 
(          ) 

Email Address 

Additional Information - Please provide any additional information that might be helpful in considering your claim, including 
names of witnesses, treating physicians, hospitals, proof of damages such as invoices, receipts, estimates, a diagram, and 
photographs. 

E. 
Name and Department of City Employee who Allegedly 
Caused Injury or Loss (If Known)* 

City Vehicle Type/Description License Plate 
No./Unit No. 

F. 
Damages Claimed*- If your claim does not exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000), state the basis of your computation of the 
amount claimed. (Attach supporting medical bills, invoices, repair estimates, etc.) 

a. Amount claimed as of  claim date
$ 

b. Estimated amount of future costs
$ 

Total Amount $ 

If your claim exceeds ten thousand ($10,000), Government Code 910(f) requires that you indicate whether or not the claim is a 
“limited civil case.”  Check one.* 

� Limited (up to $25,000) � Unlimited (over $25,000)

G. 

Signature* - Claim form must be signed by claimant or party filing the claim. (Gov. Code Section 910.2) 

Warning: It is a criminal offense to file a false claim. (California Penal Code § 72). I have read the matters and statements made 
in the above claim and I know the same to be true of my own knowledge, except as to those matters stated upon information or 
belief and as to such matters. I believe the same to be true. I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Printed Name of Signatory and Relationship to Claimant 

Date Signature of Claimant or Person Acting On Behalf of Claimant* 

N/A

N/A

N/A

■

Daniel M. Gilleon, Counsel for Claimant

April 22, 2019



ATTACHMENT TO CLAIM

Susan LaNier v. City of San Diego

A. Introduction

This is a case of the City of San Diego terminating the employment of a Deputy Director within the

Public Utilities Department (“PUD”), six months before her pension vested, in retaliation for her

refusal to conceal the unlawful diversion of over $1 million in water and wastewater funds to other

City departments, in violation of the Constitution of the State of California.  To make matters worse,

the City announced her termination along with the departure of several other PUD personnel in

connection with the overbilling of ratepayers by PUD – a scandal in which Ms. LaNier had no

involvement.  The damages that have resulted from this unlawful retaliation include lost future

wages and pension benefits, reputational harm, and emotional distress.

Claimant Susan LaNier is a Certified Internal Auditor who was hired in August 2009 to serve as

Internal Controls Program Manager within the PUD, and was promoted in June 2012 to Deputy

Director for Employee Services and Quality Assurance (“ESQA”) Division.  In this position, Ms.

LaNier was PUD’s top internal auditor, with responsibility for ensuring compliance with the law and

guarding against inefficiency and waste.  Ms. LaNier enjoyed a sterling, unblemished record:  Her

performance reviews were exemplary and she received  numerous commendations from her

superiors during her tenure.  Her final performance review, issued just six months before her surprise

termination, was glowing in its praise, concluding that Ms. LaNier “exceeds job requirements”, is

an “excellent leader”, and that, under her leadership, her division “consistently produces outstanding

results.”

B. Unlawful Use of Service Level Agreements To Pad The General Fund 

And Create A Hidden Tax On Water and Wastewater Ratepayers           

Despite her stellar record, Ms. LaNier was terminated on February 20, 2019, due to her repeated

insistence upon reporting to her superiors the unlawful transfer of water and wastewater ratepayer

funds to the City’s General Fund, in violation of Article XIII C of the California State Constitution

(enacted as Proposition 218).  This provision limits the rates that can be charged for governmental

services (absent taxpayer approval) to an amount “which does not exceed the reasonable cost to the

local government of providing the service or product.”  Article XIII C, § 1, subdiv. (e)(2). This

means that water and wastewater rates must reflect the actual cost of providing water and wastewater

services to the public, and the funds received may not be used to pay for other City services unrelated

to water and wastewater.  In other words, the City may not create a hidden tax by using funds paid

by water and wastewater ratepayers (known as “Enterprise Funds”) to subsidize deficits in its

General Fund.  
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The City has a long history of engaging in this unlawful conduct.  In 2006, the San Diego County

Civil Grand Jury found that the City had utilized a “back door” mechanism for channeling monies

from PUD to the General Fund through the use of Service Level Agreements (“SLAs”): Contracts

between PUD and other city departments entered into for the purpose of obtaining services

purportedly for the benefit of water and wastewater ratepayers.  In reality, some of these SLAs served

as the means to raid and illegally divert Enterprise Funds to unrelated City departments that lacked

sufficient funding.  The Civil Grand Jury Report, entitled “Service Level Agreements Equal Back

Door Funding,” found that “the SLA procedure has been used to divert [water and wastewater] funds

to subsidize City services that should have been funded by the General Fund.”  Then-Mayor Jerry

Sanders concurred in the Grand Jury’s findings, ordering “every City department to immediately

apply the most stringent accounting controls, oversight and review mechanisms possible for the

[SLAs].”  

As Deputy Director of ESQA, Ms. LaNier discovered that the City had returned to its unlawful

practice of subsidizing the General Fund with Enterprise Funds through the use of SLAs, thereby

creating a hidden, illegal tax on San Diego water and wastewater ratepayers.  Specifically, she found

that these improper practices extended to SLAs between PUD and the following City departments:

(i) the Streets Division of the Transportation and Stormwater Department (“TSW”); (ii) Human

Resources; and (iii) Purchasing and Contracting.  Despite reporting these improprieties to her

superiors, who had the power and authority to investigate, discover or correct these unlawful

practices, no remedial action was ever taken.  Instead, Ms. LaNier was fired for her refusal to remain

silent, as detailed below.

1. Transportation and Stormwater SLA

The Streets Division of TSW is responsible for performing repairs on municipal roadways, including

repairs performed after work on water and wastewater pipes.  Accordingly, PUD maintains an SLA

with TSW, which provides for PUD to compensate TSW for labor, materials and rental equipment

used in making such repairs.

In 2015, Ms. LaNier’s staff discovered that charges to PUD pursuant to this SLA had doubled year

over year for no apparent reason.  After investigating the matter, her staff determined that Streets

Division had overbilled PUD in excess of $700,000, by charging the department for work on other

city projects entirely unrelated to water or wastewater services.  In other words, over $700,000 was

diverted from water and wastewater Enterprise Funds to TSW for work that should have been

subsidized by the General Fund.
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After Ms. LaNier initially reported this overcharge to her superiors, PUD received a credit from

TSW of approximately $276,000 for improper billings incurred during the fiscal year ended June 30,

2016 (“Fiscal 2016”). Over $500,000 in improper billings from prior years, however, remained

outstanding for the remainder of Ms. LaNier’s employment, despite her repeated protests.  Rather

than rectifying the matter, her superiors concealed  the overcharges from the public, repeatedly

telling Ms. LaNier that the City Comptroller required additional information.  In reality, no amount

of information was sufficient to prompt Ms. LaNier’s superiors to disclose this unlawful conduct. 

 Nevertheless, Ms. LaNier continued to report this cover-up to her supervisors, including PUD

Interim Director Matt Vespi, in the months leading up to her termination, and also provided the

“additional documentation” requested.  Despite her efforts, the funds were never repaid.

2. Human Resources SLA

Although PUD maintains its own internal Human Resources function (“PUD HR”), it also receives

services from the City’s Human Resources Department (“City HR”), for which the City charges

PUD’s budget substantial sums.  For the current fiscal year ending June 30, 2019 (“Fiscal 2019”),

these charges total over $600,000.

Prior to the fiscal year ended June 30, 2018 (“Fiscal 2018”), PUD maintained 9 full-time employee

positions within PUD HR, who performed all hiring, occupational health and other support functions

for the entire department. During Fiscal 2018, however, the City unilaterally reduced the staffing of

PUD HR from 9 to 6 positions.  To compensate for the loss of this manpower, PUD entered into an

SLA with City HR, ostensibly for the purpose of securing the equivalent of 2 additional full-time

personnel, at an additional cost to PUD of at least $100,000 beyond the $600,000 already charged. 

Ms. LaNier warned repeatedly, beginning in Fiscal 2018, that the reduction in PUD HR personnel

was causing gaps in service, including creating difficulties in hiring for open positions and increasing

vacancy rates.  Even more significantly, Ms. LaNier complained that the SLA with City HR was

superfluous, in that the staff subject to this agreement were not performing needed functions for PUD

(specifically, hiring and occupational health management) or any other significant functions not

already provided without the SLA.  Consequently, as of Fiscal 2019, PUD was transferring at least

$100,000 of water and wastewater Enterprise Funds to City HR through this SLA, without receiving

comparable services in return. 

Ms. LaNier’s superiors actively stifled her complaints that funds were being illegally diverted

through this SLA to subsidize other areas of the City’s budget.  For example, on or about June 14,

2018, Ms. LaNier raised her concerns regarding the Human Resources SLA proposed for Fiscal 2019

in a meeting with then-PUD Director Vic Bianes, then-City HR Director Judy von Kalinowski, and
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City HR Deputy Director Abby Jarl-Velt.  In response, Ms. Jarl-Velt stated that entry into this SLA

had been mandated by the City’s Financial Management Department as part of the budget process,

for the purpose of transferring funds collected from water and wastewater rate payers from PUD to

the General Fund – an admission of the illegal diversion of Enterprise Funds for purposes that should

be supported by the General Fund.  

On or about January 7, 2019 – approximately 6 weeks before her termination – Ms. LaNier

participated in a meeting with PUD Interim Director Matt Vespi (who had replaced Mr. Bianes), City

HR Director Julie Rasco and City HR Deputy Directors Abby Jarl-Velt and Darrin Schwabe, among

others, for the purpose of discussing Human Resources staffing for the fiscal year ending June 30,

2020 (“Fiscal 2020”).  At this meeting, Ms. LaNier learned not only that the budget contemplated

restoring PUD HR staffing from 6 to 9 full-time employees, (as was the level of staffing prior to

Fiscal 2018), but that the SLA with City HR would also be amended to increase the additional

complement of City HR personnel from 2 to 4 full-time employees.  As a result, through this SLA,

Ms. LaNier believes that more than $500,000 in Enterprise Funds will effectively (and unlawfully)

be transferred to the General Fund to support citywide Human Resources activities.  Once again, Ms.

LaNier’s repeated alerts regarding this unlawful activity went unheeded.  

3.   Purchasing & Contracting SLA

Ms. LaNier also reported the improper diversion of Enterprise Funds to the General Fund through

an SLA with the City’s Purchasing & Contracting Department (“P&C”).  Specifically, Director of

P&C Kristina Peralta proposed increasing the PUD SLA with P&C for Fiscal 2019 from 5 to 7 full-

time staff.  At about the time this SLA was being considered, Ms. LaNier learned that P&C

personnel, supposedly dedicated 100% to PUD, were actually performing work for a variety of other

City departments while charging PUD for all of their time, thereby illegally subsidizing the General

Fund from Enterprise Funds. Upon learning of this unlawful activity, Ms. LaNier reported her

concerns to PUD Interim Director Vespi, among others.  Once again, Ms. LaNier’s superiors ignored

her concerns, allowing this unlawful diversion of funds to continue.

Ms. LaNier continued to face a roadblock when raising these issues.  On or about September 6, 2018,

one of Ms. LaNier’s subordinates, acting under her direction, requested from P&C an analysis of the

time devoted to PUD projects under the Fiscal 2018 SLA, to determine the extent to which

Enterprise Funds were being used to support General Fund agencies.  Her subordinate further

requested a similar report for Fiscal 2019, and annual reports in the future, so as to confirm the

propriety of these agreements.  Not surprisingly, no report was ever provided.
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Ms. LaNier was not discouraged.  On or about November 5, 2018, she presented a spreadsheet to her

superiors, including PUD Acting Director Vespi, indicating that P&C SLA personnel were

performing work for General Fund departments that was being unlawfully subsidized by PUD

Enterprise Funds.  Although Mr. Vespi assured Ms. LaNier that he would address the issue, no one

ever halted this illegal conduct, which remained hidden from the public.

Finally, on or about February 6, 2019 – only two weeks before her termination – Ms. LaNier met

with her superiors, including Mr. Vespi, and again warned that Enterprise Funds were being diverted

illegally to the General Fund through the P&C SLA.  During this meeting, Ms. LaNier also reported

that P&C had never provided the time analysis that she had requested five months earlier.  Again,

none of Ms. LaNier’s superiors took action to investigate or correct the illegal diversion of funds.

C. The City’s History Of Attempting To Silence Ms. LaNier

The SLAs were not the only concerns raised by Ms. LaNier during her tenure that were met with

hostility and discouragement.  Repeatedly, Ms. LaNier detected and reported improper activity, only

to be criticized for being too forthright.  For example,

- During 2014, Ms. LaNier’s staff discovered that the City owed PUD $150,000 

for its lease of land at Qualcomm Stadium, a matter that she brought directly 

to the City Attorney.  Although the $150,000 ultimately was credited to the 

Enterprise Funds, Ms. LaNier’s superiors warned her to never again contact 

another city department, or allow her staff to contact another city department, 

before first discussing the matters with her PUD superiors. 

- During 2017, the P&C Department announced plans to implement a new 

purchasing system.  Ms. LaNier attended one of several informational 

meetings conducted by P&C for staff in various departments throughout the 

City.  During the meeting, Ms. LaNier expressed concerns about the short 

timeframe for implementation of the new system as it would clearly have a 

significant impact on procurement of emergency supplies and could result in 

operational deficiencies.  Rather than address Ms. LaNier’s concerns, P&C 

Director Kristina Perralta became very upset that Ms. LaNier expressed any 

opinion at all.  Indeed, immediately following this meeting, one of Ms. 

LaNier’s supervisors chided her for raising her concerns in an “inappropriate 

forum.”
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D. The Pretext/Opportunity Arises To Terminate Ms. LaNier

A recent public uproar over errors committed by certain PUD personnel in reading water meters --

an area over which Ms. LaNier had no control -- provided the pretext for top City officials to rid

themselves of an internal auditor they viewed as a troublemaker.  

Beginning in mid-2017, news reports surfaced of San Diego ratepayers receiving higher-than-

expected bills for their water services.  In February 2018, the Mayor’s office requested the Office

of the City Auditor to investigate the reasons for these reported increases.  The City Auditor’s report,

issued in July 2018 and released to the public in August, concluded that errors in ratepayer’s bills

had resulted largely from erroneous meter readings, combined with an extended billing cycle that

was not communicated adequately to the public.  The Audit Report issued a series of

recommendations to PUD to avoid recurrences, all of which were directed to activities within PUD’s

Business Support and Distribution & Collections Branches.  

The City Auditor issued no criticisms or recommendations concerning PUD’s Pure Water & Quality

Assurance Branch, within which Ms. LaNier served as Deputy Director for ESQA, nor was Ms.

LaNier or anyone from her division even listed as a recipient of the report.  To the contrary,

following the public release of the Audit Report, Ms. LaNier received her Performance Review for

Fiscal 2018 from her direct supervisor, Assistant Director John Helminski, which concluded that her

annual performance had exceeded job requirements, and included the following summary:  “Susan

is an excellent leader and commands the respect of her peers and employees and inspires her team

to achieve their goals . . .Susan’s Division consistently produces outstanding results by capitalizing

on the full range of individual skills . . . Susan, I want to thank you for your efforts this past year. 

I appreciate your ability to manage a wide variety of tasks and responsibilities.  I look forward to

another exciting, productive and successful year.  Thank you for your continued service and

dedication to the Public Utilities Department.”  Additionally, at a September 5, 2018 ESQA/Pure

Water All-Hands meeting, City Deputy Chief Operating Officer Johnnie Perkins publicly praised Ms.

LaNier for her valuable contributions in helping to resolve operational issues identified in the Audit

Report.

In the wake of the release of the Audit Report, Vic Bianes resigned as Director of PUD, and was

replaced by Matt Vespi as Interim Director.  Mr. Vespi and City Assistant Chief Operating Officer

Stacey LoMedico were tasked with conducting a review of PUD operations and organizational

structure and identifying needed changes in light of the Audit Report, to ensure proper

implementation of the Audit’s recommendations.  Ms. LaNier perceived this review to be an

opportunity to communicate her concerns regarding PUD’s operations, and specifically the diversion

of PUD Enterprise Funds to the General Fund, to the highest level of City Management.  As detailed
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above, Ms. LaNier repeatedly voiced her concerns directly to her superiors, believing they would

finally be addressed.  Instead, having just survived the negative publicity regarding reports of

excessive water billings, City management had no desire to address additional charges of illegal

conduct.  Instead, they sought to conceal Ms. LaNier’s discovery of the unlawful diversion of

Enterprise Funds by terminating her employment, thereby silencing her permanently.

On the morning of February 20, 2019 – six months before Ms. LaNier’s pension would have vested

-- Ms. LoMedico advised Ms. LaNier, without warning or explanation, that City management had

“lost confidence in her ability to perform the essential functions of her job,” and that she was

therefore being terminated.  She was then taken to her office, given limited time to collect her

personal belongings, and escorted from the building in full view of her colleagues.  To compound

the harm inflicted on Ms. LaNier, City management later announced her termination publicly, along

with those of four other employees of PUD.  Despite the fact that Ms. LaNier had no involvement

or responsibility for the divisions or activities that were criticized by the City Auditor in his report,

the City named her in its public announcement, falsely tagging her to the recent water meter reading

and billing debacle, in which she played no role.  Upon information and belief, Ms. LaNier’s direct

supervisor, who authored her stellar performance reviews, was not consulted and was entirely

unaware of the decision to terminate Ms. LaNier.  Nor was he fired, demoted, or disciplined in any

way.  To the contrary, he remains employed by PUD in his position as Assistant Director.

E. Causes of Action and Damages

The causes of action to be filed in unlimited jurisdiction will include, but not be limited to,

retaliation (Lab. Code § 1102.5); breach of mandatory duty (Gov. Code § 815.6); respondeat

superior (Gov. Code § 815.2, e.g., negligence, intentional tort, interference with economic

advantage, false light, defamation); and constitutional violations (Civ. Code § 52.1, discrimination,

14th Amendment, 1st Amendment).

Damages against all potential defendants will include special and general damages for lost wages

and benefits, medical treatment, harm to reputation, emotional distress, humiliation, anxiety and

mental anguish, as well as punitive damages against public employees.

The amount of damages claimed exceeds $10,000, and, if filed, would not be a limited civil case. 

Accordingly, pursuant to Government Code § 910(f), no dollar amount has been included with this

claim.


